
The Life and Crimes of Hoodie Rosen
By Isaac Blum
Hoodie's entire Orthodox Jewish community has
just moved to the mostly non-Jewish town of
Tregaron, where the locals aren't happy to see
them. That's not Hoodie's problem, until he falls
for Anna-Marie Diaz - the daughter of the mayor
trying to keep Hoodie's community out. 
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The Light in Hidden Places
By Sharon Cameron 
When the Nazis come to Przemsyl, Sixteen-year-old
Catholic Stefania Podgórska embarks on a
dangerous course--protecting thirteen Jews in her
attic, caring for her younger sister, and keeping
everything secret from the two Nazi officers who
are living in her house.

Yes No Maybe So 
By Becky Albertalli & Aisha Saeed
When Jamie and Maya go door to door canvassing
for their state senate candidate, they expect to
master local activism. Navigating the cross-
cultural romance of the century is another thing
entirely. 

We‘ll Soon Be Home Again (Graphic Novel)
By Jessica Bab Bonde
The testimonies of six survivors of the Holocaust
are presented in comics form, detailing how they
survived, what they lost--and how you keep on
living, despite it all.
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My Fine Fellow 
By Jennieke Cohen 
It's 1830s England, and Culinarians are the crème
de la crème of society. When Penelope and
Helena meet Elijah, an opportunity arises: to
pull off a project never seen before, and turn
Elijah into a gentleman chef. Mayhem, faux pas,
and romance will all be a part of the delicious
recipe.

Dancing at the Pity Party (Graphic Novel)
By Tyler Feder
Tyler Feder tells the story of her mother’s
passing in this graphic novel that is full of
piercing--but also often funny--details.

Admission
By Julie Buxbaum
It's good to be Chloe Wynn Berringer--at least, it
was, until the FBI came knocking on her front
door, guns at the ready, and her future went up in
smoke. Now her mother is under arrest in a
massive college admissions bribery scandal.
Chloe, too, might be facing charges, and even
time behind bars. The public is furious, the press
is rabid, and the US attorney is out for blood.

Those Summer Nights
By Laura Silverman
After recovering from a soccer injury that ended
her Olympic dreams and still grieving the death
of her beloved grandmother, seventeen-year-old
Hannah Klein must navigate a new summer job
working with her ex-best friend, her younger
brother, and her brother's suddenly-attractive
best friend.

Sick Kids in Love
By Hannah Moskowitz
Isabel has one rule: no dating. It's easier, it's
safer, it's better-for the other person. She's got
issues. She's got secrets. She's got rheumatoid
arthritis. But then she meets another sick kid.

One Last Shot: Based on a True Story of Wartime
Heroism
By Kip Wilson
A gripping coming of age historical fiction novel
in verse about Gerda Taro, a vibrant, headstrong
photojournalist with a passion for capturing the
truth amid political turmoil and the first woman
photojournalist killed in combat.



The Way Back 
By Gavriel Savit
For the Jews of Eastern Europe, demons are
everywhere. But the demons have a land of their
own: a Far Country peopled with the souls of the
transient dead. When the Angel of Death comes
strolling through the little shtetl of Tupik one
night, two young people will be sent spinning off
on a journey through the Far Country.

It‘s a Whole Spiel: Love, Latkes, and Other Jewish
Stories 
Edited by Katherine Locke and Laura Silverman
From stories of confronting their relationships
with Judaism to rom-coms with a side of bagels
and lox, It's a Whole Spiel features one story after
another that says yes, we are Jewish, but we are
also queer, disabled, creative, political,
adventurous, and anything we want to be. 

This Light Between Us
By Andrew Xia Fukuda 
In 1935, ten-year-old Alex Maki of Washington is
disgusted when he's forced to become pen pals
with a girl. In spite of Alex's reluctance, their
letters continue to fly across the Atlantic, until
the complexities of the war force them to
confront the darkest aspects of human nature.

The Ghosts of Rose Hill
By R.M. Romero 
Sent to stay with her aunt in Prague, Ilana
Lopez-a biracial Jewish girl-discovers a
forgotten Jewish cemetery, and meets the ghost
of a boy named Benjamin. Trouble follows close
behind, and Ilana must choose between
protecting Benjamin or losing him. 

When the Angels Left the Old Country 
By Sacha Lamb
Uriel the angel and Little Ash are the only two
supernatural creatures in their shtetl. The angel
and the demon have been studying together for
centuries, but pogroms and the search for a new
life have drawn all the young people from their
village to America. When one of those young
emigrants goes missing, Uriel and Little Ash set
off to find her.

They Went Left
By Monica Hesse
Zofia's search for her brother takes her through
Poland and Germany, and into a displaced persons
camp where everyone she meets is trying to piece
together a future from a painful past. How can she
find one boy in a sea of the missing? Zofia must
delve into a mystery whose answers could break
her--or help her rebuild her world.

Linked
By Gordon Korman
Link, Michael, and Dana live in a quiet town
that’s woken up quickly when someone
vandalizes the school with a swastika. How
could such a symbol of hate end up in the middle
of their school? 

The City Beautiful 
By Aden Polydoros 
Chicago, 1893. For Alter Rosen, this is the land of
opportunity. But when Alter’s best friend, Yakov,
becomes the latest victim in a line of murdered
Jewish boys, his dream begins to slip away. The
rest of the city is busy celebrating the World’s
Fair, but Alter is now living a nightmare. 

The Assignment 
By Liza Wiemer
When an assignment given by a favorite teacher
instructs a group of students to argue in favor of
the Nazi genocide of the Jewish people, Logan
March and Cade Crawford decide they must take
a stand. What does it take for tolerance, justice,
and love to prevail?

We Can‘t Keep Meeting Like This
By Rachel Lynn Solomon 
Quinn Berkowitz and Tarek Mansour’s families
have been in business together for years. At the
end of last summer, Quinn confessed her crush
on him in the form of a rambling email—and
then he left for college without a response. Now,
another summer is about to start, and Quinn
will have to face Tarek and her feelings for him
once and for all. 

Cool for the Summer
By Dahlia Adler
Lara's had eyes for exactly one person
throughout her three years of high school: Chase
Harding. And he's talking to her now. Maybe
even flirting. Except she’s haunted by a memory.
A memory of a confusing, romantic summer
spent with a girl named Jasmine. A memory that
becomes the present when Jasmine herself
walks through the front doors of the school.

Lucy Clark Will Not Apologize
By Margo Rabb
Lucy Clark has had it. After being bullied one too
many times, sixteen-year-old Lucy—who has
been underestimated her entire life—retaliates.
But when the fallout is worse than she meant it
to be, she gets suspended and sent to New York
City, where she must serve as a full-time
companion to the eccentric Edith Fox.


